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LETTERFROMTHEPRESIDENT

open its doors in August 2021, the progress of

Over the winter, Tompkins County was hit hard

successful. Not only is the building on time,

the redevelopment effort has been beyond

with Covid-19. While
cases have been on the

but the residential units are now 100% leased
for the 2021/2022 academic year! We are also

decline, the student team
in Ithaca continues the

very excited to be welcoming Ithaca Beer Co.
to the Studnet Agencies Building.
Congratulations to all those behind this great

mandatory Covid-19
guidelines including the
wearing of masks, seating
arrangements 6 feet
apart, and mandatory health screening when first
entering the office. Despite these unprecedented
obstacles, the student managers are flourishing in
their roles, taking into consideration the full
responsibility for their companies. The team is off
to a strong start in 2021 and hopes to continue
their success into the rest of the year. In addition,

accomplishment. Stay tuned for more
updates in our next newsletter!
This edition of the eNews will include:
-

IBC Commercial Tenant
A Letter from the President of SAI
Ch ar lie Lee ('22)
An eLab Spotlight on Fello
A Student Executive Spotlight on Br et t
Sch lesin ger ('22)
An Alumni Spotlight on An dr ew
Ch at h am ('12)

the eLab teams are working to prepare for their
upcoming spring launch.

Sincerely,

With The Student Agencies Building scheduled to

Sh ar on Dau k (M BA '89)
Chairwoman and President

THESTUDENTAGENCIESBUILDING
COMMERCIALTENANTREVEAL:
ITHACABEERCO.PRESSRELEASE

and Rulloff 's. In addition, the Ithaca Beer

Student Agencies and

?We are very excited to announce the

the Ithaca Beer

opening of our second location in the new

Company announced

Student Agencies Building, currently under

today that the Ithaca

construction in Collegetown,? said Dan

Beer Company will be
opening a restaurant and tap room in the new

Mitchell, Cornell alumnus and Ithaca Beer

Student Agencies Building in Collegetown, which
is currently under construction and expected to
open in August of this year.

Company space will include the new 2,000
square foot patio, in the same location as
the previous patio, but redesigned and
improved as part of the new building design.

Company?s owner and president. ?Literally at
the gateway to the Cornell campus, on a site
rich in history as a central gathering place
for students and community members alike,

Located on the corner of College Avenue and Oak

we could not be more delighted to be a part

Avenue in the heart of Collegetown, the Ithaca

of the new Student Agencies Building.?

Beer Company will occupy approximately 4,000
square feet on the first floor of the building,
effectively spanning the spaces previously
occupied by Collegetown Bagels, Bear Necessities,

While plans are still being developed, the
Ithaca Beer Company expects to open a
full-service restaurant and tap room in the
interior space, including service to the

adjoining patio. Like its current restaurant and
tap room, located off Route 13 just south of
Buttermilk State Park, lunch and dinner menu
options at the new Collegetown location are
expected to feature farm fresh produce and
specialty beers brewed at Ithaca Beer ?s
downtown production facility.

years to come.?
Charlie Lee, Student Agencies?student
president, added, ?From a student
perspective, the opening of the Student
Agencies Building in the fall, with the Ithaca
Beer Company as the anchor commercial
tenant, is something to really look forward

?Student Agencies is thrilled to welcome the

to and will hopefully represent a return to

Ithaca Beer Company to the new Student

normalcy after more than a year of

Agencies Building,? said Kyle Karnes, Student

COVID-related social restrictions.?

Agencies?CEO. ?Founded by Cornell alumnus
Dan Mitchell, the Ithaca Beer company has
established itself as a wildly successful
locally-grown brand with a strong following
among both the student and local community
populations. As the owners and caretakers of
this iconic location in Collegetown, we could not
be more pleased to partner with Dan to
establish Ithaca Beer as the center of a
rejuvenated and vibrant Collegetown for many

The Student Agencies Building, a new 82,000
square foot mixed-used apartment and
retail building is currently under
construction and due to open in August
2021. In addition to the Ithaca Beer
Company space, the building includes 64
residential apartment units, all currently
pre-leased for the fall, as well as up to 2,000
square feet of currently available
commercial space in the basement.

Abou t St u den t Agen cies
Established in 1894, Student Agencies is the
oldest independent student-run company in the
country. Its not-for-profit mission is to provide
experiential learning opportunities to Cornell
undergraduates in the areas of business and
entrepreneurship. It fulfills this mission by owning
and operating a portfolio of businesses which are
run by a new group of students each year. In
addition, in partnership with Cornell, Student
Agencies established the eLab student business
accelerator program in 2008; and, in 2016, built
out 10,000 square feet of open co-working space
in Collegetown (eHub Collegetown) for students
working on business and entrepreneurial
startups. Student Agencies is currently developing
the Student Agencies Building in Collegetown, its
primary real estate asset that serves as the
organization?s endowment by providing the
financial resources necessary to execute its

not-for-profit experiential learning mission.
Abou t t h e It h aca Beer Com pan y
Ithaca Beer Co. sits on a beautiful farm just
outside the city of Ithaca, between two state
parks. The brewery was founded in 1998 by
owner Dan Mitchell and to this day remains
a family run operation. The facility contains a
state of the art 50bbl brew system which
produces about 20,000 barrels of beer per
year. Ithaca Beer, led by is flagship Flower
Power IPA, is distributed in 15 states on the
east coast. Flower Power has been
recognized as one of the ?25 Most Important
American Craft Beers Ever Brewed? by Food
& Wine magazine. The Taproom restaurant
features fresh farm produce and specialty
beers brewed on a 5bbl pilot brew house.
On the weekends the Beer Garden opens a
pop-up kitchen featuring a seasonally
rotating menu.

.

LETTERFROMSAI 2021PRESIDENT,
CHARLESLEE('22)

customer experience. We expect that demand

Dear Student Agencies Alumni and Friends,

momentum into the new school semester,

With the spring semester

using a referral system that allows students to

now well underway, I am

test the service at a low cost. We plan on

excited to report that the

expanding this system throughout the year,

year is off to a

reducing the cost of trial packages to acquire

outstanding start.

new customers. Finally, I am also very excited

Following our successful

to announce that the Student Agencies

January peak, Big Red

Building is fully leased for the 2021-2022

Shipping and Storage is

school year. This is a huge accomplishment

now working to update
the way it operates. We are aiming to simplify the

for the real estate team and brings us one

storage process for customers and better

August!

advertise the benefits of our storage and

In addition to the work that has been

shipping services. Hired Hands Moving Company

occurring within our agencies, we are also in

performed strongly in February, utilizing a new

the process of implementing the Graduway

quoting and payment system to improve the

platform to facilitate alumni and student

for our services will dramatically increase as
we move into March and April. Student
Agencies Tutoring has continued its strong

step closer to the opening of the building in

. engagement. This platform is a powerful tool
that will give alumni and students the ability to
filter and connect with others using a wide
range of criteria. The platform includes features
such as mentoring, events, and a directory that
we plan on utilizing during and after launch.
The roll-out, led by Turk Anwar (?15), is expected
to be ready around final week of March. Once
Graduway is fully built-out, we will ask alumni to
sign in using LinkedIn or an email address to
create their profile. Going forward, we also plan
on posting this monthly newsletter on the
platform to better stimulate discussion and
encourage connection between alumni. I look
forward to seeing everyone using this fantastic
resource soon.

Yours Sincerely,
Ch ar les Lee '22
President, 2021
CFO, 2020

.

ANELABSPOTLIGHTONFELLO

This month we would like to introduce the Fello
team? an undergraduate duo seeking to create
a collaborative online platform that "empowers
college students to bring their ideas to life.?
Ch eick Cam ar a (?22) is studying in the Dyson
School of Applied Economics and Management
with a concentration in Finance and a minor in
Computer Science; as such, Cheick is fascinated
by the intersection between technology and
financial services. This summer, Cheick will be
interning at The D.E. Shaw Group in
fundamental equities. Making up the other half
of the pair, Aben azer M ek et e (?22) is an
Information Science major in the College of Arts
and Sciences with minors in business,

entrepreneurship and computer science.
Abenazer is an incoming Software
Engineering intern at Microsoft.
A true entrepreneur pursues many paths to
success. Abenazer and Cheick certainly fit
that mold: Fello is neither of their first
projects. Tapping into his passion for
finance, Cheick co-founded BlackGen
Capital? an investment fund at Cornell
owned by minority students seeking to
increase financial literacy among
historically underrepresented groups in
finance. As the first minority owned fund at
Cornell, BlackGen Capital offers a
community for students with shared
interests in exploring finance while
challenging the racial inequity that plagues
the financial sector. Abenazer co-founded a
podcast called Break'n it Down? a talk show
that aims to break down the barrier
between upperclassmen and

underclassmen? that is set to launch in a few
weeks.
Fello?s origins can be tied back to a casual
conversation between Abenazer and Cheick in
Cook dining hall last spring. While both
pursuing their individual projects? BlackGen
Capital for Cheick and the Break'n it Down
podcast for Abenazer? they found that, while
their initiatives were quite different, they faced
the same problem: identifying other students
with which they could collaborate and explore
their ideas. When recounting his experience
trying to put together a production team for the
podcast, Abenazer described the struggle of
finding the perfect students to join the team:
?for 20 or 30 days I would meet with a new
person for lunch or dinner, trying to discover
who was out there, what they were interested
in and whether there was any overlap with my
own project. Even after all those meetings, I
couldn?t find anyone that really fit.? Realizing

that this problem was likely not limited to
their experiences, the two began their
research and Fello came into fruition.
The Fello team was introduced to the eLab
cohort after having watched a few of their
peer mentors participate in the 2019-2020
cohort. Cheick spoke of how their peers?
experiences drew them in saying, ?Abe and I
were watching them very closely as they
went through the project and saw how
much tangible value it offered. They built
their networks and gained access to all the
eLab resources such as the demo days, the
grant, AWS...all of those aspects brought us
to believe that it was the perfect holistic
incubator that would bring our startup to
the next level.?
Since joining eLab, Fello has found the
?emotionally detached feedback? to be the
biggest value add. ?When you?re starting

your own business, it?s like your baby. You may
know certain aspects of it aren?t perfect, but
you?re so invested that you might not want to
admit it,? says Abenazer. Feedback from their
mentors has allowed them to broaden their
perspective to gain a more complete view of
their project.
While the pandemic posed a threat for many
businesses, Cheick and Abenazer used this
opportunity to commit to Fello. With more
flexibility in their schedules and the transition
to online meetings, Fello was able to meet
with students from around the country to
form their team over the summer. The
pandemic introduced some thought-provoking
questions that have guided their process. In
planning out the future of Fello, the team
must wonder if these changes in virtual
communication permanent or if things return
to ?normal? once the pandemic is controlled.

Right now, Fello has returned to the customer
discovery phase after having put out their
initial MVP. With the results of their MVP, the
team is in the process of using the data to
identify their target customer group, gain a
better sense of their pain points, and
determine how best to solve their problems
with the Fello platform.Through their
customer discovery efforts, the team hopes to
test their hypotheses and solidify their next
steps.While Fello currently helps students
bring their ideas to life, Fello will ultimately
aim to help people? beyond the scope of
students? make ?passion pursuit a priority.?

.

ANINTRODUCTIONTOCHIEF
TECHNOLOGYOFFICER,BRETT
SCHLESINGER('22)

experience with Kroll, as well as the skills he

For this month?s student

business. Through current SAI President

spotlight, we would like

Charlie Lee (?22), Brett discovered the CTO

to introduce a member

opening and applied soon thereafter.

of our executive team,

In his new role as Chief Technology Officer,

Chief Technology Officer

Brett hopes to bring the skills that he learned

Br et t Sch lesin ger (?22).

from Kroll into Student Agencies. His current

Brett is a junior from
Charleston, South Carolina studying Computer

priority is a project that involves creating a new

Science in the College of Arts & Sciences with a

Graduway, this digital networking platform will

business minor. On campus, Brett is a member

provide an avenue for the exchange of

of the Cornell Men?s Lightweight Rowing Team?

mentorship and guidance between SAI alumni

a top ranked national program.

and members of the current team. He is also

This past fall, Brett took a gap semester to work

working with Big Red Shipping & Storage on

as an intern at Kroll Bond Rating Agency, a credit

improving the UI (appearance or presentation)

rating company. Through his professional

of their website through Salesforce. More

learned in building a web app in React? A
JavaScript library for building user
interfaces? Brett was interested in exploring
the intersection of computer science and

way for SAI alumni to connect. Called

specifically, Brett, Alayna, and Drew are working
on upgrading the checkout process on the BRSS
website. In addition, Brett is attempting to
modernize Hired Hands to create a more
professional interface in React. By the end of his
time at Student Agencies, Brett hopes to leave a
lasting technological footprint on the company
by bringing innovation to each of its businesses.
Looking forward, Brett is most excited for the
professional experience that comes with the
CTO role: ?Most computer science majors and
engineers do not always have the ability to lead
and manage. The CTO role provides a unique
opportunity to lead and utilize my engineering
skills in a more executive setting.? With a
chance to hone his leadership skills, Brett looks
forward to expanding his competencies. Finally,
Brett is excited to join the SAI network
composed of so many diverse students and
accomplished alumni. Welcome to the SAI team
Brett!

ANALUMNISPOTLIGHTONANDREW
CHATHAM('12)

suited for him. During his time at Student
Agencies, Andrew was able to apply the lessons
learned as a PAM major outside of the typical

and operational mindset,

setting? an experience that ultimately
deterred him from transferring out of his

An dr ew Ch at h am (?12)

major. Outside of Student Agencies, Andrew

was able to keep

was involved in a broad range of

?Moving Things Around?

extracurricular activities at Cornell. He was a

after he applied to

member of the fraternity Sigma Pi, a mentor

Cornell University?s

through the Ithaca Big Brother Program, and a

College of Human

rugby player. With encouragement from

With his action oriented

Ecology as a Policy
Analysis and Management major. Andrew?s success as

Andrew?s close friend and fraternity brother

President of Student Agencies, following his position

the time, Andrew applied and was hired as the

as General Manager for Big Red Shipping and Storage

General Manager for BRSS.

(BRSS) built a solid foundation for his entrepreneurial

During his time as General Manager for BRSS

pursuits later in life.

in 2009, Andrew and his team focused on

While Andrew entered an internship at the office of

cementing BRSS as a permanent fixture in

Senator Sheldon Whitehouse of Rhode Island with the

Ithaca. In order to market their business, they

intention of attending law school, he came away from

bought a 1990 Dodge Ram Van where they

the experience feeling the political world was not

attached large BRSS logos to the sides of the

Peter Cherubini who was the SAI President at

van? a true testament to Andrew?s

lighthearted and creative approach to business.

to balance introducing new ideas and proposals

During his time with Big Red, the team also

while maintaining a high level of operational

outgrew their former warehouse and upgraded

performance: ?I eventually learned the value of

to the Lansing Warehouse Facility: it was up to
them to determine how this change would impact

ensuring the table stakes stuff correctly so that
we could innovate after that.?

the overall strategy of BRSS operations. As
President the following year, Andrew prided
himself on creating a fun and natural working
environment for his managers. One of his most
lasting contributions to SAI was his creation of
the CTO position, an executive role that has been
key in modernizing SAI over the years. Through
both of his positions at SAI, Andrew was able to
experience the operational complexity of building
the right team to accomplish a business goal? a
skill that he has carried throughout the rest of his
professional life thus far.

Following his graduation from Cornell in 2012,
Andrew entered a fellowship program called
Venture for America, which places recent graduates
at startups in cities with emerging entrepreneurial
environments. While in the program, he spent
two years working in Downtown Las Vegas with
Zappos.com, the Downtown Project, and Project
100 (later called SHIFT) fulfilling various roles.
More specifically, he was a campus and
co-working development analyst for Zappos.com
and a strategic partnership and business
development lead at Project 100. While working at

While his time as General Manager of BRSS and

Project 100 he helped build a 50-vehicle charging

President were very rewarding, Andrew found it

hub in partnership with Tesla Motors and

challenging to establish continuity across many

launched one of the first dockless shared bike

businesses with a new set of managers filling

systems in the US.

roles each year. Additionally, he found it difficult

Shortly after his experience with Venture for
America, Andrew became the product manager for
Transdev North America? a large mobility service
provider? in 2014 where he earned the position of
Regional Operations Consultant in 2020. With the
skill set he laid the foundation for at Student
Agencies and cultivated in his post-graduate
experiences, Andrew was confident in his ability to
launch his own business. Rather than follow a
traditional career path, Andrew co-founded Digital
Infrastructure for Moving Objects (DIMO). He also
established Digital Infrastructure Services, the
consulting branch of DIMO, that assists clients in
mobility, logistics, robotics, and real estate. And he
owes it all to his time spent at 409 College:
?Without Student Agencies, I would not have been
as confident to take risks and to pursue the
potential of projects not yet explored.?

